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by “natural” materials.[1] Electrically tun-
able metamaterials, otherwise known as 
metadevices, are expected to play a trans-
formative role in radar/telecommunica-
tion platforms across the microwave and 
THz spectra (e.g., Internet of Things 
and 5G),[2] as well as in transformation 
optics,[3] cloaking,[4] healthcare,[5] and ana-
logue computing.[6] A plethora of tuning 
strategies has been so far proposed for 
the realization of microwave metade-
vices. Among electrical strategies, a tradi-
tional approach relies on the integration 
of microwave resonators—the building 
blocks of metamaterials—with lumped 
electronic components (e.g., varactor and 
pin diodes), whereas recent research has 
increasingly focused on the use of elec-
troactive materials, such as graphene and 
III–V compound semiconductors.[7] In 
both these cases, metadevice tunability 
is achieved by electrically modulating the 
population of free charge carriers in the 
material, thus controlling its complex per-

mittivity through changes in the conductivity.[3] These tuning 
strategies however come with high fabrication complexity and 
cost compared to emerging semiconductor technologies, such 
as organic electronics, which is compatible with cost-effective 
and mass-scalable techniques such as printing and coating.[7–11] 
Furthermore, neither of these approaches can be easily trans-
lated into large-area and/or mechanically conformable plat-
forms, which could prove essential for facile body, vehicle, or 
building integration.

Although yet unexplored in microwave applications, organic 
mixed ionic-electronic conductors (OMIECs) are attracting 
attention for their unique mixed transport properties, their 
remarkable performance as biotic/abiotic interfaces, and for 
their exceptional potential in energy storage and neuromor-
phic devices.[12–17] The strong ion–electron coupling in these 
materials enables charge carrier density variations of several 
orders of magnitude with subvolt polarizations, through volu-
metric capacitances ranging from few tens to hundreds of  
F cm−3. These capacitance values exceed those achievable with 
high permittivity dielectrics and electrical double layers in field-
effect technologies. Indeed, the superior charge modulation in 
OMIECs make them ideally suited to electrically tune micro-
wave resonators through free carrier absorption.[7] Moreover, 
unlike current electroactive materials used in metadevices, 

In the past two decades, organic electronic materials have enabled and accel-
erated a large and diverse set of technologies, from energy-harvesting devices 
and electromechanical actuators, to flexible and printed (opto)electronic 
circuitry. Among organic (semi)conductors, organic mixed ion–electronic 
conductors (OMIECs) are now at the center of renewed interest in organic 
electronics, as they are key drivers of recent developments in the fields of bio-
electronics, energy storage, and neuromorphic computing. However, due to 
the relatively slow switching dynamics of organic electronics, their application 
in microwave technology, until recently, has been overlooked. Nonetheless, 
other unique properties of OMIECs, such as their substantial electrochemical 
tunability, charge-modulation range, and processability, make this field of use 
ripe with opportunities. In this work, the use of a series of solution-processed 
intrinsic OMIECs is demonstrated to actively tune the properties of metama-
terial-inspired microwave devices, including an untethered bioelectrochemical 
sensing platform that requires no external power, and a tunable resonating 
structure with independent amplitude- and frequency-modulation. These 
devices showcase the considerable potential of OMIEC-based metadevices in 
autonomous bioelectronics and reconfigurable microwave optics.

ReseaRch aRticle

1. Introduction

Metamaterials are engineered media with unconventional 
electromagnetic wave interaction properties, not achievable 
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organic semiconductors are compatible with solution-phase 
deposition and patterning techniques on virtually any planar 
substrate, including those based on plastic, bioinspired, and 
ultrathin materials.[10]

Bonacchini and Omenetto recently proposed a device con-
figuration where organic electrochemical transistors (OECTs)—
a family of transistors based on OMIECs—actively tune an 
assorted set of coplanar sub-5 GHz microwave metasurfaces and 
metamaterial-inspired structures based on split-ring resonators 
(SRRs).[18] SRRs effectively operate as inductor-capacitor oscil-
lating circuits, where OECTs can be used to shunt current to or 
from the coil’s inductance and capacitance, thus altering the res-
onance characteristics of the circuit.[19–21] In OECTs, because of 
the volumetric capacitive charging of the OMIEC, conductance 
changes across the transistor channel are significantly larger 
than those achievable with conventional field-effect technolo-
gies. (poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):polystyrene sulfonate) 
(PEDOT:PSS)—the prototypical OMIEC (see the Experimental 
Section for full chemical name)—was used as the active mate-
rial in the OECTs due to its favorable conductivity at microwave 
frequencies, which has been exploited in conductive coatings 
for electromagnetic interference shielding.[22] Despite its wide 
use and large availability, PEDOT:PSS is however a conjugated 
polymer:polyelectrolyte blend characterized by poor chemical 
tunability, which imposes fixed boundaries on its electrochemical 
operation range. Moreover, the conductive nature of this material 
implies that PEDOT:PSS-based OECTs are depletion-mode tran-
sistors rather than enhancement-mode,[13] with limited control 
on device operating voltage, conductance range, and stability.[23]

In this work, we demonstrate that the same tuning strategy 
can be implemented by using an emerging family of OMIECs 
constituted by intrinsic polymer semiconductors with glycolated 
side chains,[12] which has not yet been explored in microwave 
applications. Unlike PEDOT-based OMIECs, these polymers dis-
play synthetically tunable electrochemical and structural proper-

ties—such as energy levels, redox-activity, microstructure, and 
modulus—as well as improved electron and ion transport char-
acteristics. Indeed, the superior chemical tunability of these con-
jugated polymers with polar side chains allows the realization 
of enhancement-mode OECTs in either p-type, n-type, or ambi-
polar configurations.[24,25] Moreover, OECTs based on intrinsic 
OMIECs outperform PEDOT:PSS-based devices in terms of 
charge mobility, subthreshold swing, dynamic range, volumetric 
capacitance, and electrochemical stability.[23,24,26,27]

The unique characteristics of intrinsic OMIECs thus enable 
OECT configurations that target distinct operating modes and 
operating voltage windows, which can be tailored to specific appli-
cations, such as in sensors for microwave healthcare technolo-
gies.[5] In this work, we design a wireless system that transduces 
weak bioelectrochemical voltages without any external biasing 
circuits, power supplies, or microwave electronics. Moreover, we 
show that by simultaneously employing different OMIECs on the 
same resonating structure, multiple OECTs with different elec-
trical characteristics can be operated jointly, thereby achieving 
complex multifunctional devices in which the resonance ampli-
tude and frequency are independently controllable. In previous 
works, such dual tuning has been demonstrated through a com-
bination of varactor diodes and graphene supercapacitors on the 
same metadevice, with the ensuing integration complexity.[28,29] 
We show that a judicious choice of materials allows us to achieve 
the same functionality using exclusively OECTs, thus highlighting 
that our approach is promising yet simple.

2. Structure, Materials, and Operation  
of Tunable Resonators
The structure of the tunable resonators used in this work is illus-
trated in Figure 1a,b, and consists of a double broadside-coupled 
SRR geometry (DBSRR), whose split region of the top SRR is 
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Figure 1. a,b) Illustration of an amplitude-modulated DBSRR a) and its schematic cross-section b). c) Equivalent circuit model of the device, where the 
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bridged by the OMIEC and gated through an ion-gel electro-
lyte.[23] The DBSRR geometry offers a smaller form factor and 
lower resonance frequency compared to other SRR-based struc-
tures with equivalent lateral dimensions[30–32]—see Figure S2 
(Supporting Information) for detailed geometry. In this config-
uration, the SRR/OECT assembly can be modeled as an induc-
tive-capacitive oscillator where the OECT is placed in parallel to 
the equivalent capacitance of the split region (Figure  1c). Upon 
coupling the SRR to an external electromagnetic stimulus, the 
channel of the transistor acts as a gate-controlled variable resistor, 
along which the charge carriers are subject to a high-frequency 
lateral field. When Vgate biases the transistor in the ON state, the 
high charge carrier density in the channel electrically shunts the 
equivalent capacitor, thereby quenching the resonance.[18–21]

Besides the conjugated polymer:polyelectrolyte blend of 
PEDOT:PSS, the three additional OMIEC polymers are char-
acterized by a hole (or electron) transporting backbone with 
oligo ethylene glycol side chains, which facilitate ionic trans-
port throughout the bulk of the polymer (Figure  1d).[12] Two 
of these polymer systems, namely p(g2T-TT) and p(gPyDPP-
MeOT2), enable enhancement-mode p-type OECTs. Similarly, 
the p(gNC10N) polymer was recently proposed in high-perfor-
mance n-type OECTs. Its backbone is characterized by a planar-
ized structure that favors electron transport along the polymer 
chains by reducing their conformational disorder.[33]

Gate potentials within ±0.4  V on a p(g2T-TT)-channel 
OECT modulate the amplitude of a DBSRR (Figure  1e). 
The return losses (S11 parameter) measured through a loop 
antenna adjacent to the device show a variation larger than 
40 dB at ≈550 MHz, which corresponds to a modulation ratio 
exceeding four orders of magnitude (see Figure S1, Supporting 
Information, for equivalent measurements performed on  
p(gPyDPP-MeOT2) and p(gNC10N)).

A comparison of the behavior of the four different OMIECs 
is presented in Figure 1f, where the voltage dependence of the 
devices is illustrated by plotting the minimum of the S11 spectra 
at each gate potential. As expected, while the PEDOT:PSS device 
exhibits a depletion-mode behavior and moderate modula-
tion, the three conjugated polymers with glycolated side chains 
operate in enhancement mode, with characteristic driving volt-
ages that are in agreement with equivalent OECT measure-
ments performed with the same materials, and much deeper 
modulation.[23,33] Indeed, while tunable DBSRR based on 
p(g2T-TT) displays the maximum variation in modulation just 
below 0 V, the pyridine-flanked diketopyrrolopyrrole unit in the 
p(gPyDPP-MeOT2) determines a significantly lower threshold 
voltage for the device (≈−0.4  V), because of the higher ioniza-
tion energy associated with this chemical structure with respect 
to the bithiophene–thienothiophene unit of the p(g2T-TT),  
i.e., 5.0 and 4.5  eV for p(gPyDPP-MeOT2) and p(g2T-TT), 
respectively.[23] Note that both these polymers afford a deeper 
modulation with respect to PEDOT:PSS, in agreement with 
the larger ON/OFF ratios of OECTs made with these mate-
rials.[26] The electron-transporting polymer p(gNC10N) displays 
n-type operation (Vgate  > 0  V) with a threshold voltage set at 
≈0.6 V, achieving a modulation depth in excess of 20 dB. With 
respect to the hole-transporting materials investigated in this 
work, we attribute the comparatively less pronounced modu-
lation of p(gNC10N) to its lower charge mobility—estimated at  

10−3 cm2 V−1 s−1, approximately two orders of magnitude infe-
rior to p(g2T-TT).[24,33]

3. Wireless and Battery-Less Bioelectrochemical 
Sensing Platform
The unique voltage characteristics of the tunable resonators 
described in Figure 1f can be selectively leveraged to target spe-
cific functionalities that benefit from the wireless detection of 
low-voltage signals, for example in bioelectronic and health-
care application scenarios. These tunable devices can indeed be 
exploited to transduce bioelectrochemical signals, while simulta-
neously encoding the resulting information within the backscat-
tered radiation from the resonators. This combined transduction/
modulation scheme is of particular technological appeal when 
implemented in the so-called S microwave band—2–4  GHz, as 
designated by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engi-
neers (IEEE)—which is largely exploited for a plethora of com-
munication protocols (e.g., Bluetooth, WiFi, medical devices, 
remote switches, etc.).[34] This approach eliminates the need for 
embedded complex and energy-demanding radio-frequency elec-
tronics, such as oscillators and modulators, which cannot yet 
be made at microwave frequencies using organic electronics.[35] 
Furthermore, by chemically engineering the OMIEC to achieve 
low operation voltages, as in the case of p(g2T-TT), the transduc-
tion of low amplitude biosignals—usually in range of few tens or 
hundreds of mV—can occur in the absence of external biasing/
amplifying circuits, nor power supplies.

To demonstrate the wireless and battery-less transduction 
of metabolites in aqueous analytes, a tunable SRR operating 
at ≈2.1 GHz is integrated with a two-electrode enzymatic reac-
tion cell (RC) based on OMIEC electrodes, recently proposed 
by Tan et  al.[36] The spontaneous faradaic reactions on the RC 
modulates the microwave response of the tunable SRR, effec-
tively powering the changes in OECT channel conductance, 
and thus making the device fully autonomous and untethered. 
By designing the tunable SRR with an ion-gel electrolyte and 
decoupling the microwave transducer from the aqueous electro-
lyte hosting the enzymatic reaction, we avoid undesired interac-
tions between the biological sensing medium and the tuning 
element in the SRR. As OECT channel material, we chose 
p(g2T-TT) for its operating voltage window, which displays a 
maximum variation in modulation close to 0  V. This polymer 
is thus suitable for transducing the voltages generated by the 
RC, which amount to few hundreds of mV. We hence fabri-
cated a p(g2T-TT)-channel tunable SRR operating at ≈2.1 GHz, 
which was electrically coupled to the coplanar RC (Figure 2a) 
loaded with glucose xidase (GOx).[36] When exposed to glucose 
in physiological solution (phosphate buffer solution, PBS), the 
enzyme-catalyzed faradaic reaction (Figure  2b) converts glu-
cose and forms hydrogen peroxide, which then oxidizes the 
OMIEC anode. This process establishes an electrical potential 
VRC = V+ − V− across the anode and cathode terminals, which 
is then transduced by the OECT. The conductance change in 
the OECT is wirelessly recorded by monitoring the resonance 
amplitude of the resonator versus time.[36] Figure  2c displays 
the microwave spectra before and after the reaction cell was 
exposed to glucose, while Figure 2d reports the time variations 
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of both the electrochemical potential VRC and the S11 parameter 
at resonance upon glucose introduction. In the absence of glu-
cose, the negative electrochemical equilibrium potential with 
the initial PBS and GOx solution charges the OECT channel, 
thus quenching the resonance, but VRC gradually increases as 
aliquots of glucose solution are added to the enzymatic cell, 
hence turning OFF the OECT. As expected, this change in VRC 
from ≈−80 to about 150 mV is accompanied by an increase in 
the resonance depth (from −4.5 to −11 dB), with the resonator 
dynamics closely following those of the reaction cell (see Figure 
S3, Supporting Information, for time-dependent pulsed meas-
urement performed on the tunable SRR).

4. Independent Amplitude and Frequency Control

With this family of OMIECs, chemical design can be exploited 
to achieve other unique functionalities in microwave devices, 
such as a reconfigurable microwave structure that is either 
amplitude or frequency tunable depending on the applied gate 
voltage. This is achieved by embedding multiple OECTs based 
on different polymers on the same individual resonator, delib-
erately exploiting the distinct operating voltages characteristic 
of the individual OMIECs. This dual mode of operation could 
for example prove useful in cloaking applications, where one 
would want to tune the frequency response and also turn the 
cloak on and off. It is however still elusive and it has not yet 
been demonstrated in a metadevice using exclusively one 
tuning strategy and a single device type.[28,29]

Figure 3a displays the schematics of an amplitude and fre-
quency tunable DBSRR, whose top SRR features a pair of splits 
with different lateral widths. Both these splits contribute capaci-
tively to the equivalent circuit model—CL and CR, respectively, 
in Figure  3b—and each is connected in parallel to a different 
p-type OECT sharing the same gate electrode potential Vgate. 
In particular, the widest split (L) is bridged by a PEDOT:PSS 

channel, which is highly conductive at Vgate ≤ 0 V, while the nar-
rowest one (R) features a p(gPyDPP-MeOT2) channel, which 
exhibits a high conductivity state only below the threshold 
voltage of −0.4  V—the lowest threshold voltage among the 
OMIECs explored in this study. For this reason, at Vgate = 0 V 
this structure displays a resonant behavior, with a resonance 
frequency 1/(2 )0 Rf LCπ=  determined exclusively by the 
capacitive contribution of the R split. The resonance can hence 
be quenched according to the mechanism previously described 
in Figure  1: as the gate potential is gradually decreased below 
0  V, the p(gPyDPP-MeOT2) channel is electrostatically doped, 
thus shunting CR, while the PEDOT:PSS channel remains 
highly conductive.

Conversely, the frequency of the resonator can be modulated 
by alternating between the contribution of only one split—, 
i.e., CR in this case—and the series connection between CL 
and CR, which amounts to a cumulative capacitive contribu-
tion equal to Cseries  = CLCR/(CR  + CL) . Since CR  > Cseries, the 
resulting frequency is shifted toward higher values when both 
capacitors are contributing in series. This mode of operation 
is achieved by driving the common gate potential toward posi-
tive values, thus dedoping the PEDOT:PSS channel, while the  
p(gPyDPP-MeOT2) remains in the low conductivity state.

Figure 3c,d reports the voltage-dependence of this device config-
uration. Note that the frequency modulation is evidently associated 
to a variation in amplitude, particularly at voltage levels where the 
depletion-mode OECT is not entirely OFF. This behavior is likely 
due to the low, yet non-negligible conductivity of the PEDOT:PSS 
channel at intermediate voltages, and it is common to other well-
established frequency-modulation strategies.[4,37]

5. Conclusion

This work explores the use of a novel class of conjugated 
polymer semiconductors as tuning elements within microwave 
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SRRs, which constitute the building blocks of emerging metade-
vice technologies. The unique redox-tunability and charge 
modulation capability of these electroactive materials, tradi-
tionally considered unsuitable to radio-frequency and micro-
wave applications, pave the way for a generation of microwave 
devices with bespoke operating modes and conditions, while 
maintaining performances comparable to other state-of-the-art 
metadevice tuning strategies.[18] Nonetheless, much is yet to be 
understood about the properties of OMIECs operating in micro-
wave structures, at both the materials and the device level. For 
example, the spectral limitations of this tuning strategy are fun-
damentally unknown, as the traditional structure-function rela-
tionships of this class of semiconductors are not well studied 
at the radio-frequencies of interest here. Future investigations 
will address these fundamental questions, while also exploring 
new metadevice configurations and applications based on this 
tuning strategy. The proof-of-concept devices described in this 
work indeed suggest that OMIEC-based reconfigurability could 
potentially lead to new and unexplored photonic platforms 
across the microwave spectrum, and possibly all the way to the 
THz.[38,39] Examples of such applications include untethered 
and self-powered neural interfaces able to transduce signals 
from electrogenic cells and tissues, implantable/wearable, and 
self-powered microwave systems for healthcare applications, 
and multifunctional reconfigurable metasurfaces fabricated on 
large areas with cost-effective techniques and environmentally 
sustainable materials.

6. Experimental Section

Materials: Polyimide substrates (≈50  µm thick) were purchased 
from Sigma-Aldrich, and used without cleaning. Ionic liquid 1-ethyl-3-
methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (EMIM:TFSI) was 
purchased from Iolitec (99.5% grade, respectively). Polymeric insulator 
poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene) (PVDF-HFP) pellets 
with an average Mw (weight-average molecular weight) of ≈400 000 and 
an average Mn (number-average molecular weight) of ≈130 000 were 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The PEDOT:PSS was purchased from 
Heraeus (Clevios P Jet 700 printable ink). The polymers p(g2T-TT) 
(poly(2-(3,3′-bis(2-(2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethoxy)ethoxy)-[2,2-bithiophen]- 
5-yl)thieno[3,2-b]thiophene), p(gPyDPP-MeOT2) (poly(3-(5-(3,3″-dimethoxy-
5″-methyl-[2,2″-bithiophen]-5-yl)pyridin-2-yl)-2,5-di(2,5,8,11,14,17,20-
heptaoxadocosan-22-yl)-6-(5-methylpyridin-2-yl)-2,5-dihydropyrrolo[3,4-c]
pyrrole-1,4-dione)), and p(gNC10N) (poly((E)-3,8-didecyl-3″,8″- 
di(2,5,8,11,14,17,20-heptaoxadocosan-22-yl)-6,6″-dimethylene-6,6″,8,8′-
tetrahydro-2H,2′H-[1,1′-biindolo[7,6-g]indolylidene]-2,2′,7,7′(3H,3′H)-
tetraone)) were synthetized according to the methods discussed.[23,24,33] 
p(g3T2) (3,3′-dialkoxybithiophene) was synthesized according to 
ref. [40]. Tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ) was purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich.

Tuneable SRR Fabrication: The metal patterns of tunable resonators 
were deposited by means of thermal evaporation (Cr/Au: 5 nm/100 nm) 
through a shadow mask. The OMIECs were either spin-coated 
(PEDOT:PSS, 1000 rpm for 60 s, followed by annealing at 120 °C for 30 min)  
or drop-cast directly on the channel and gate of the devices (≈10 and 
20  µL respectively, to ensure larger capacitance at the gate with respect 
to the channel). In PEDOT:PSS and p(g2T-TT) devices, the gate electrode 
was coated with the same material used for the channel, whereas TCNQ-
doped p(g3T2) was used as gating material in the p(gPyDPP-MeOT2) and 
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p(gNC10N) devices. Ion gels were prepared according to ref. [26] and drop-
cast on the transistor channel and gate area (≈10 µL per device).

Reaction Cell Fabrication: Polymer electrodes were drop-cast on 
evaporated gold electrodes on the same polyimide substrate as the 
tuneable SRR. The anode consists of p(g3T2), while the cathode consists 
of 60 mol% TCNQ-doped p(g3T2). A PDMS well was placed around the 
electrodes to confine the aqueous analyte.

Electrochemical Measurements: 100  µL 20.4  mg mL−1 of Glucose 
Oxidase Type II in PBS was deposited in the RC well and 10  µL of 
glucose dissolved in PBS of various concentrations were added to the 
well at different time intervals. The potential change across the RC was 
measured in a two-electrode setup using an Ivium Potentiostat.

Microwave Characterization: The scattering parameters were acquired 
using a primary coil connected to a Vector Network Analyzer (Rohde& 
Schwartz ZNB4.22). Devices were biased using a source-measure unit 
(Keithley 2600).
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